RBM Tables

Our tables for
your every need
Whether a space is for working, creating,
lounging or dining our range of tables covers
your every need. With functionality in mind
we aim to create furniture with a playful design
that make spaces come to life. Our tables are
characterised by their sophisticated design,
smart solutions and durable build. Furthermore,
all RBM tables are sustainably manufactured
with minimal environmental impact.

TABLE

RBM Twisted Little Star
Table top with oak veneer. Dark stained oak legs.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6080F
Fully upholstered in Febric Twill Graphit. Seat frame
in polished aluminium. Dark stained wooden legs.

About us
RBM is a furniture brand of Scandinavian Business
Seating and has a history rooted in the Danish
design tradition. For us it is important to exceed
our customer’s expectations when it comes to
quality, form and functionality. That is why RBM
furniture meets the highest quality certification and
subsequently will last for many years.

TABLE

RBM Twisted Little Star
Table top with Polar White laminate. Dark stained oak legs.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6080
Polypropylene shell in Vanilla. Seat frame in polished aluminium.
Dark stained wooden legs.

Creative Spaces
Humans are creative beings. We
thrive when we get to express
ourselves creatively whether we’re
doing it alone or in a group. An
environment that lets our spirits
be free and is flexible to our
needs is the perfect stage for
endless creative possibilities.

RBM

u-Connect
Can you imagine a table that can be folded,
stacked and easily stowed away when not in
use? A table that is lightweight and has wheels
for easy transportation. The RBM u-Connect is
all of that and more. Aside from being practical
and functional it also has a contemporary design
that is easy to love.

TABLE

RBM u-Connect
Table top with Polar White laminate and black ABS table edge band,
160x70 cm. Black painted legs.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6070
Polypropylene shell in Clay. Footbase in black painted aluminium.

RBM

Allround
The RBM Allround table is all about versatility.
It will work in most environments and for any
activity whether it’s in the meeting area or the
school project room. The design is sleek and
simple but far from dull. With several sizes,
shapes and functions it is a real star in its class.

TABLE

RBM Allround
MDF Table top with Polar White laminate, 180x90 cm.
Shamfered table edge with black ABS band. Black painted legs.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6080
Polypropylene shell in Sky. Seat frame in polished aluminium.
Dark stained wooden legs.

RBM Noor 6050
Polypropylene shell in Graphite. 4 leg tubular base in Metalsilver.

TABLE

RBM Eminent
Table top with Polar White laminate. Black painted legs.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6060
Polypropylene shell in Sky. Sledgebase in Steelgrey.

Learning
Broadening our horizons and learning
new things can be one of the most
rewarding experiences in life. Learning
keeps us growing and developing
as humans. But schools and other
institutions that facilitate this amazing
process must be equally prepared
to create an environment that can
withstand years of daily wear. It needs
to be both functional and durable so
that the people in it can fully focus
on their educational journey.

RBM

Eminent
RBM Eminent is a durable table made
to tackle tough environments in schools,
institutions, conference rooms or
assembly halls. Several units in various
shapes and sizes can easily be linked
together to create a longer table making
it a practical choice for these spaces.

TABLE

RBM Eminent
Table top with grey laminate F7928 and black ABS table edge band.
Black painted legs.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6050
Polypropylene shell in Clay. 4 leg tubular base in Steelgrey.

TABLE

RBM Eminent
Table top with Polar White laminate. Black ABS table edge band.
Black painted legs.

CHAIR

RBM Ballet Medium functional chair
Black plastic shell. Footbase in black polyamide.

TABLE

RBM u-Connect
Table top with Polar White laminate, 160 x70 cm.
Black painted legs.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6060
Polypropylene shell in Vanilla/Sky. Sledgebase in Snow/Steelgrey.

RBM 615
Upholstered in Fame FM60999. Footbase in black polyamide.

RBM u-Connect has the
power to transform any
space in a second.

TABLE

RBM Eminent
Table top with Polar White laminate, 160x80 cm. Black painted legs.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6060
Polypropylene shell in Sky. Sledgebase in Steelgrey.

Dining
When we gather around a table
to eat we share so much more than
a meal. We share thoughts, ideas,
discussions and fragments of our
day whether it’s at home, at a café
or in the office canteen. Add to
this an inviting space that naturally
brings people closer and you have
created the perfect atmosphere
of togetherness.

TABLE

RBM Twisted Little Star
Table top with white laminate. Dark stained solid oak legs.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6080
Polypropylene shell in Vanilla. Seat frame in polished aluminium.
Dark stained wooden legs.

TABLE

RBM Twisted Little Star
Table top with white laminate. Solid oak legs in nature.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6080
Polypropylene shell in Vanilla. Seat frame in polished aluminium.
Wooden legs in nature colour.

RBM

Twisted Little Star
The RBM Twisted Little Star table can make any
space come to life with its playful and unique
design. It is as suitable in a home environment
as in a lounge, canteen, library or meeting
room. The innovative design allows for several
tables to be put together like a jigsaw puzzle
to create a larger unit. It’s simply made to bring
people closer together.

TABLE

RBM Twisted Little Star
Table top in oak veneer. Solid oak legs in nature.

CHAIR

RBM Low-back Bella
Graphite stained shell, innerlined upholstery in
Remix 2 163. Tubular steel legs in alu lacquer, RAL 9006.

RBM Twisted Little Star is
a playful table that brings
happiness to any room.

TABLE

RBM Allround
Round table top with Polar White laminate, dia 120 cm.
Black painted five star footbase.

Informal
Meetings
Sometimes we just need that
small break in our day. To simply
leave the desk and chat with our
colleagues for a while. A moment
to recharge and let everything
else wait. The spaces that invite
you to do this are invaluable in
places like hospitals, offices
and schools.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6060
Polypropylene shell in Vanilla. Sledgebase in Steelgrey.

TABLE

Round table top with Polar White laminate, dia 120 cm.

RBM

Allround
Allround has an honest and simple design that
is easy to like. With its many sizes and shapes,
there’s one for every space. That’s why it will
work just as well in your orangery at home as
it will in a break-out or lounge area.

RBM Allround
White painted five star footbase.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6080
Polypropylene shell in Vanilla. Seat frame in polished
aluminium. Wooden legs in nature colour.

Create inspirational
combinations.

TABLE

RBM Twisted Little Star
Table top with white laminate. Solid oak legs in nature colour.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6080
Polypropylene shell in Clay. Upholsteries in GU Setesdal
SSD125. Wooden legs in nature colour.

RBM Noor 6085
3D veneer shell in natural Oak. Upholsteries in GU Setesdal

SSD125. Wooden legs in nature colour.

Meetings and
Conferences
Attending a large-scale event or
conference is inspiring. It brings
new professional perspectives
and social connections. The
environment plays a key part
of this experience. It needs to
be highly flexible, pleasant
and accommodating to a large
number of people.

TABLE

RBM Standard folding table
Table top with Polar White laminate, 120 x45 cm. Black painted frame.

CHAIR

RBM Ana
Polypropylene shell in Charcoal. Legs in grey colour.

RBM

Standard folding table
If you’re looking for a table for large gatherings
this is your perfect choice. With its neat design
and practical features it is ideal for meetings,
conferences and canteens. RBM Standard folding
table comes in various shapes and sizes, giving
simple flexibility to create just the right space for
your event. This table can easily be folded and
transported and takes little storage space.

TABLE

RBM Standard folding table
Table top with Polar White laminate, 180 x80 cm. Chromium frame.

CHAIR

RBM Ana
Polypropylene shell in Charcoal. Legs in grey colour.

TABLE

RBM Ultima
Table top with Polar White laminate. Black painted frame.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6050
Polypropylene shell in Clay. 4 leg tubular base in Steelgrey.

TABLE

RBM Ultima
Table top with Polar White laminate. Black painted frame.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6050
Polypropylene shell in Graphite and Poppy. 4 leg tubular base
in Steelgrey.

RBM

Ultima folding table
RBM Ultima folding table is the stylish and
practical choice for any meeting room or
conferences. Flexible and available in a variety
of sizes it may be easily folded, transported and
stored with minimal space. The simple design
is easy to love and will enhance any space. It
is truly the ultimate folding table.

TABLE

RBM Ultima
Table top with Polar White laminate. Chromium frame.

CHAIR

RBM Noor 6050
Polypropylene shell in Graphite, Sky, Vanilla, Clay and Straw.
4 leg tubular base in Steelgrey.
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Scandinavian Business Seating owns the brands HÅG, RH and RBM. We are the
market leader in designing and manufacturing seating solutions for working people
in private and public environments. Together all employees work to realise the
company’s vision – To make the world a better place to sit.
Scandinavian Business Seating has its head office in Oslo and production units
in Røros, Norway and Nässjö, Sweden. Our products are sold in more than
40 countries with fully owned subsidiaries in Denmark, Sweden, Germany, the
Netherlands, UK, France, Switzerland, Singapore, China, Hong Kong and Australia.

Scandinavian Business Seating
Fridtjof Nansens vei 12
P.o Box 5055 Majorstuen
N- 0301 Olso, Norway
Tel: +47 22 59 59 00
E-mail: info@sbseating.com
www.sbseating.com

